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Indy’s Mambo 
32 Count, 1 Wall, Improver, Partner 

Choreographer: Arne Stakkestad (BE) Nov 2008 
Choreographed to: Mr. Songman by Elvis Presley, 

CD:Promised Land; Mr.Songman by Indy Lee; Summer 
Love by Mark Medlock 

 
Man                                                                                                  Lady 
Start in Sweetheartposition ,  Man a little behind to Lady’s left side. 
Step, step, shuffle, step, step, shuffle                                Step, step, shuffle, full turn left, shuffle 
1-2     RF forward, LF forward                                                LF forward, RF forward 
3&4    RF forward, LF beside RF, RF forward                        LF forward, RF beside LF, LF forward 
Raise Rigt Hands, release Left Hands, Lady turns under man’s arm 
Styling: hold Left Hands (count 5) as long as possible, release just before you feel resistance. 
5-6     LF forward RF forward                                                   ½ left and RF back, ½ left and LF forward 
Back in sweetheartposition 
7&8   LF forward, RF beside LF, LF forward                             RF forward, LF beside RF, RF forward                                

 
Right side step, slide, behind, side, cross,                           Left side step, slide, behind, side, cross,  
Side rock step, cross shuffle shuffle                        side rock step, cross 
Man crosses behind Lady during the big side step. Release hands and Left Hand Man takes Right Hand 
Lady.  
1-2    RF big side step, LF slide beside RF (weight on  RF)      LF big side step, RF slide beside LF (weight 
on LF) 
3&4  LF cross behind RF, RF side step, LF cross over RF       RF cross behind LF, LF side step, RF cross 
over LF 
5-6    RF rock to right side, recover weight on LF                      LF rock to left side, recover weight on RF 
7&8  RF cross over LF, LF beside RF, RF cross over LF          LF cross over RF, RF beside LF, LF   
                                                                                                   cross over RF                   

 
¼ turn left, rock, hook, shuffle ½ turn right,                         ¼ turn right, rock, hook, shuffle ½ turn 
                                                                                                  left, 
Back rock step, mambo step                                                 Back rock step, mambo step                 
During the rock step forward Mann pushes right palm of the hand against Lady’s left palm of the hand. 
Styling: during the hook(count 2), Right hand Man takes Left hand Lady, and release during shuffle ½ turn 
(count 4), 
Just before you feel resistance. 
1-2    ¼ left and LF rock forward, LF hook  across right knee  ¼ right and RF rock forward,  
                                                                                                  RF hook  across Lknee             
Raise Left hand Man and Right hand Lady. After the shuffle ½ turn,  partners stand diagonal towards each 
other, with  
Left shoulder Mann at left shoulder Lady. 
3&4   ¼ right LF side step, RF beside LF, ¼ right LF back      ¼ left RF side step, LF beside RF,  
                                                                                                  ¼ left RF back 
5-6    RF rock back, recover weight on LF                                LF rock back, recover weight on RF 
During the mambo steps toward each other, Man’s right hand on hip Lady ,left hand Lady on right shoulder 
Man, left hand Man holds right hand Lady to side at shoulder height. 
7&8   Rf rock forward, weight on LF, Rf beside LF                    LF rock forward, weight on RF,  
                                                                                                   Lf beside RF 

 
Step, step, mambo step, cross behind, side touch,            Step, step, mambo step, cross, side touch, 
Sailorstep ¼ turn left                                                              sailorstep ¼ turn right 
1-2    LF forward, RF forward                                                    RF back, LF back 
3&4  LF rock forward, weight on RF, LF back                           RF rock back, weight on LF, RF forward 
5-6   RF cross behind LF (bend knees), LF side touch             LF cross over RF (bend knees), RF side touch 
During the sailorstep ¼ turn, release hands to return to sweetheartposition 
7&8  LF cross behind RF, ¼ left RF side step, LF forward       RF cross behind LF, ¼ right LF side step,  
                                                                                                  RF forward 
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